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Takis is one of the most popular tortilla chip brands in the US and worldwide,

known for its intense lineup of flavors and sometimes spooky inventions! One of

their most popular flavors has been their zombie nitro flavor chips, called Takis

Zombie!
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The Takis Zombie habanero chips have become a viral sensation, with millions of

views on TikTok from thousands of people all over the world recording their

reactions while trying the crazy flavor for the first time.

However, as with many seasonal flavors, the zombie Takis were only a limited

edition product and the company has discontinued production of them. Thankfully,

many online retailers still carry the spooky flavor in 2022, so there is still hope for

getting some zombie Takis online!

You can also get Takis Zombie for free by playing games on your phone with

Playbite!

Playbite is like an arcade on your phone, where you play all kinds of simple games,

get tickets for playing, and can then spend those tickets for all kinds if prizes. One

of those prizes is the Takis Zombie! Get Playbite for free and start winning some

Takis.

📲 Get free zombie Takis for playing fun games
Join Playbite for free!

Get Free Takis

Tortilla chips that went viral

Zombie Takis are incredibly popular online, and there are two reasons why.

First, they simply look weird! The word “zombie” is not a word that comes to mind

when thinking about tasty food. In most cases, putting the word “zombie” on your

product would make it impossible to sell!
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However, in the snacks and fast good market, being weird and bold pays off. Weʼve

seen it plenty of other examples, like the Taco Bell Mexican Pizza or Pistachio

Snickers.

The other reason why theyʼre so popular online is that theyʼre hard to find! Since

they were only made for a limited time for a special occasion, it s̓ really hard to find

them in 2022. As with anything, scarcity drives up demand.

Imagine if other snacks or candy like the Trolli just stopped being made today and

you had a big box of them in your pantry. In a couple of years, people would likely

be banging at your door trying to buy them from you!

This shortage has made them extremely popular and motivates people to try to find

them online. You can find Takis Zombie in some of your favorite retailers like

Amazon or Walmart, and you can also try to win some for free just by playing fun

games on your phone with Playbite!

The Zombie origins

Takis Zombie are a limited edition version of the popular tortilla chips brand.

Although theyʼre best known for their Fuego flavor, Takis has a history of coming up

with crazy inventions to keep their fans guessing.

In that spirit, Takis developed the Zombie flavor back in 2019, and soon became a

bit of a cult sensation online! The chips are a dark, intense green color, which

makes them incredibly eye catching. When they released, they quickly caught

people s̓ attentions as they roamed the grocery aisle shelves, and the limited

production started quickly selling out.

Zombie takis might sound gross to some, but in reality their flavor is simply a mix of

habanero and cucumber!
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The spicy (yet refreshing?) mix has made the habanero & cucumber tortilla chips

one of the most coveted taki products out there!

How to get Zombie Takis in 2022

Get Free Zombie Takis on Playbite

Takis Zombie are now discontinued, meaning the company doesnʼt make them any

more.

Basically, Barcel USA decided to stop making the popular spinoff flavor in 2020.

However, many companies out there still have a ton of Takis Zombie and sell it

online to this day.

Because of that, you can still get them online from third party sellers like Amazon,

whenever someone puts some in stock.

You can also get some for free by playing games on your phone with Playbite!

Playbite is the Chuck E. Cheese of the internet, where you can play all kinds of

games, earn tickets, and spend those tickets on prizes. Chips and candy are a very



popular section in our shop and many people are playing to win some free Takis!

Get Playbite for free.

📲 Get free zombie Takis for playing fun games
Join Playbite for free!
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Who made Takis Zombie?

Barcel USA is the company behind Takis. They are the snack division of Grupo

Bimbo in the United States. Grupo Bimbo is behind some of the biggest snacks and

candy in Mexico and Latin America, and they exported their insipiring take on

taquitos to the US with the Takis brand.

Through hard work and great chips, theyʼve made Takis incredibly popular amongst

Gen Z and somewhat of a viral sensation online, competing head to head with

powerhouse brands like Doritos and other brands in the potato chips and crisps

space.

What are the Takis Zombie ingredients?

The nutritional disclaimer indicates that the tortilla chipsʼ main ingredient include:

corn flour (processed with lime)

soybean oil / palm oil / canola oil

lime seasoning

corn seasoning / maltodextrin

iodized salt
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citric acid

dextrose

monosodium glutamate

onion powder

gum arabic

alpha-tocopherol

mannitol

artificial flavors

artificial colors

For safety s̓ sake, it s̓ worth clarifying that these Takis do not contain peanuts or

vegetable oil.

They are also not vegan, since may contain soy, milk, and egg.

What are the Takis Zombie nutritional
facts?

The nutritional facts on the package explain that:

Serving size: 1.00 oz

Serving per container: 4.0000

Calories: 160

Calories from Fat: 80

Total Fat: 8.5g

Saturated Fat 2.5g

Trans Fat 0g

Cholesterol 0mg

Sodium 310mg

Total Carbohydrate 19g

Dietary Fiber 2g

Sugars 0g



Sugar Alcohol 0g

Protein 2g

Percentage daily values are based on a typical diet of 2,000 calories. Your daily

values may be higher or lower, depending on your individual calorie needs.
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FAQ

Are zombie Takis discontinued?

Yes, Takis Zombie are discontinued. However, you can still find them online

and even win some for free by playing games on Playbite.

Are zombie Takis seasonal?

Takis Zombie are not seasonal – they have been discontinued. However, you

can still get them online here.

What flavor are the zombie Takis?

The Takis Zombie s̓ main flavors are habanero and cucumber, creating a

peculiar taste of spicy peppers with fresh cucumber.

How spicy are zombie Takis?
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Zombie Takis are pretty spicy. Their main ingredient is habanero, represented

by the green coloring. If you tolerate habaneros and other peppers youʼll be

fine, but Takis is known to be serious about their spices so be careful!

What happened to zombie Takis?

Takis Zombie were discontinued a few years ago, but you can still get some in

2022 online on Playbite.

Diego Kafie

Diego Kafie is the CEO and co-founder of Playbite. Playbite is a

mobile arcade where users can play a wide variety of fun and simple

games, earn tickets for playing, and redeem those tickets for all kinds of fun

prizes!
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